
FARM-TO-TABLE IN COSTA RICA

Chayote
ECO
Lodge
The Best of Naranjo



Highly Rated on Trip Advisor

Thriving Community Support

Room for Growth

A  DINING

EXPERIENCE

LIKE  NO  OTHER

Unique

Benefits
A Hotel that Attracts!

Spectacular Location



Chayote
ECO

Lodge
Chayote Lodge lays in the outskirts of the

mountainous central valley area in Llano Bonito de

Naranjo. Located just 45 minutes away from the San

Jose, SJO, International Airport it is an ideal location

for a restaurant and hotel.

 

In the cloud forest 1500 meters above sea level, the

property boasts 12 spacious bungalows. Each

features a private terrace with breathtaking views of

sunrise and sunsets over Poas, Barva, and Irazu

Volcanos. Visitors can enjoy a peaceful evening

looking out over the entire Central Valley city lights.

On a clear day, you can see the entire Nicoya Gulf of

the Pacific Ocean.

Comfort & Coffee



Culture &

community
This property attracts food enthusiasts from the local

community and travelers. This unique feature has made

Chayote Lodge a fulfilling business since it does not rely

on funds only from the tourist season. Locals make their

way up the beautiful hillside to enjoy romantic meals and

share birthdays, anniversaries, and other family

celebrations throughout the year. 

This is an ideal location for someone who enjoys culinary

arts. The restaurant, boasting amazing views of the Central

Valley and lush green coffee fields, serves breakfast, lunch,

and dinner. Multiple settings are provided, from the al-

fresco breakfast terrace to the cozy fireplace lounge, to the

main dining room and locally inspired bar. The culinary

offerings celebrate Costa Rican local cuisine also

incorporating international dishes. There is ample space to

enhance the farm-to-table experience. It has been highly

reviewed by European tourists and has been referred to by

the Swiss Travel Agency.

Inspired by the rich coffee culture of the region, each nook of
the property resembles a piece of the coffee picker’s story and
their lifestyle. Moreover, Chayote Lodge’s architecture and
design integrate the most noteworthy elements of the coffee
culture. For instance, the bungalows resemble the traditional
coffee receiving stations known locally as “Recibidores”.



TRADIT ION

Surrounded by coffee fields, green pastures, and a rich

agricultural environment, the area depicts the best of a

simple, yet enriching, Costa Rican tradition.

IMMENSE
VEGETABLE

GARDENS
&

  STUNNING
FOREST

LOCATION

Its strategic location, right in the middle of Costa Rica, is a

perfect gateway to discover different national parks,

waterfalls, coffee fields, rural villages, and local artisans.

CULTURE

It allows visitors to enjoy the local lifestyle through an

authentic experience, visiting homes, businesses, gardens,

and city parks within the vicinity.



Comfort &

Style
Chayote ECO Lodge has flavor and

taste. The twelve lodges are beautifully

decorated and celebrate Costa Rican

Culture. The Lodge has been featured

in House & Garden Magazine.

A Destination to
Remember



CREATING

AN

EXPERIENCE

Expand
This is a business with room to grow that

entices the imagination. The property includes

a home, a 5,000 square meter vegetable

garden, and a third of the property has

wooded areas. In addition, the adjacent farm

land is for sale, adding opportunities for

expansion.

Retreats & Events
The forest features a quaint yoga deck and

pond and would allow expansion for other

business services like a spa, meditation center,

walking trails, and nature sanctuaries.



 Forward Momentum

Sommeliers play an important role in influencing the sale of wine in

restaurants. The average wine bottle is priced at 250 to 350 percent of

the cost—even more for wines by the glass. The result is 60 to 80

percent gross profit on every bottle sold.

 

 

Adding a Sommalie

Industry reveals that if you can increase the number of repeat

customers by 5%, you can increase your profits by 25% to 125%.

Adding a celebrated chef increases return visits and invites new

customers seeking an exquisite dining experience.

 

Featuring the Chef

Farming and Farm to Table Tourism can be harnessed as a form of

special interest tourism focusing on the unique travel experiences and

dining activities that people can have in agricultural or regular dining

settings. 

Farm-To-Table

Chayote ECO Lodge is well represented in the Naranjo

community and beyond. Currently, the business thrives

upon its renowned restaurant with 80% of sales from the

local Costa Rican community. This is a business that

excelled during the pandemic and profited in 2020.

This is an exciting opportunity for a passionate food

expert who will have the ability to connect with a

growing consumer base.

Costomer Representation
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A must-stay while in Costa Rica!
Where to even start - the lodge, the staff, the food, the views, the sunsets, the tours -

everything and everyone makes you feel welcome and like part of the family! Chayote Lodge

has become a favorite for my husband and me across all our travels. This was our second stay

at the lodge. It is the perfect way to start or end a holiday when going through San Jose since

it's perhaps 45-minutes from the airport.

Take a tour with the lodge, if you are lucky Jose will be your guide (our favorites were the

coffee tour and the food tour where we made a local Costa Rican dish). He is knowledgeable

and funny and you will leave the excursion having a deeper understanding and appreciation

for the country itself!

Outside of it being the quaint, charming lodge where you have your very own chalet rooms,

the people are what make this place special. You can find the owner, Rolando, always

around, greeting and chatting with guests and you can see easily how much he cares for

those visiting Costa Rica and wanting to welcome everyone. His brother can be found on

occasion playing the piano - we were lucky to catch him Sunday morning! - in the restaurant.

Chayote Lodge is the place to stay if you want to feel like part of the family!

To Rolando, Mínor, and Jose - thank you for helping kick off another wonderful holiday in

Costa Rica!

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Profile/CWJtravel
https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g2227794-d7388982-r782798819-Chayote_Lodge-Naranjo_Province_of_Alajuela.html


Listing ID: 400071589002

Property Type: Commercial

Listing Type: Hotel & Restaurant

Beds/Baths: 12+

Location Type: City & Mountain

View Type: Mountain, Greenbelt, City, &              

Ocean View

Total Lot Size: 25,792.00 sq. Mt.

(277,622.51 Sq Ft.)

Construction Size: 1,150.00 Sq. Mt.

(12,378.49 Sq Ft.)

Listing
Information

$ 2,800,000



REPRESENTATIVES

IR IS  MAILLOUX

Real Estate Agent & Broker, Founder of

Resort Properties Papagayo

JOSHUA  WITTMAN

Real Estate Agent with RE/MAX

Executive Realty Costa Rica

ROLANDO  CAMPOS  CORRALES

Owner CEO of Chayote ECO Lodge, Sales Director

of Swiss Travel Services

PRIMARY CONTACT: JOSHUA WITTMAN - JWITTMAN@REMAX.NET - MAKECOSTARICAHOME.COM


